This work provides an axiomatic framework to the concept of conditional preference orders based on conditional sets. Conditional numerical representations of such preference orders are introduced and a conditional version of the theorems of Debreu about the existence of such numerical representations is given. The continuous representations follow from a conditional version of Debreu's Gap Lemma the proof of which is free of any measurable selection arguments but is derived from the existence of a conditional axiom of choice.
Introduction
In decision theory, the normative framework of preference ordering classically requires the completeness axiom. Yet, there are good reasons to question this requirement as famously pointed out by Aumann [2] :
Of all the axioms of utility theory, the completeness axiom is perhaps the most questionable. [. . . ] For example, certain decisions that an individual is asked to make might involve highly hypothetical situations, which he will never face in real life. He might feel that he cannot reach an "honest" decision in such cases. Other decision problems might be extremely complex, too complex for intuitive "insight", and our individual might prefer to make no decision at all in these problems. Is it "rational" to force decision in such cases? Aumann's remark, supported by empirical evidence, resulted into a consequent literature on general incomplete preferences in terms of interpretation, axiomatization, and representation, see [3, 11, 13, 15, 27, 29] and the references therein. Yet, Aumann's quote as well as a correspondence with Savage [30] , where he exposes the idea of state-dependent preferences, also suggest that the information underlying a decision process is a natural source of incompleteness. Indeed, consider for instance the situation of a person facing a decision between visiting a museum or going for a walk in a park. One month ahead, she cannot express an unequivocal preference between these two prospective situations, since it depends on the knowledge of too many uncertain factors: weather, person accompanying, etc. However, the nature of this information-based incompleteness suggests a contingent form of completeness: in the previous situation, conditioned under the additional information 'sunny and warm day', she doubtlessly opts for a walk outside. This example illustrates that a complex decision problem, conditioned on sufficient information, leads to an "honest" decision. The present work provides a framework formalizing this notion of a contingent decision making and its quantification.
Numerous quantification instruments in finance and economics entail a conditional dimension by mapping prospective outcomes to random variables. For instance, this is the case of conditional/dynamic monetary risk measures [1, 5, 6, 9] , conditional expected utilities/certainty equivalents or dynamic assessment indices [4, 18] , or recursive utilities [12, 14] . However, few papers address the axiomatization of conditional preferences which corresponds to these conditional quantitative instruments. In this direction is the work of Luce and Krantz [24] where they consider an event-dependent preference ordering. This approach is further refined and extended in Wakker [33] and Karni [20, 21] . State-wise dependency is also used in Kreps and Porteus [22, 23] and Maccheroni et al. [25] in order to study intertemporal preferences and a dynamic version of variational preferences, respectively. Also remarkable, is the abstract approach towards conditionality by Skiadas [31, 32] . He gives an axiomatic analysis of conditional preferences on random variables which admit a conditional Savage representation of the form
where F is a σ-algebra representing the information, Q is a subjective probability measure and u a utility index. As in the previous works, its decision-theoretical foundation relies on a whole family of total pre-orders A , one for each event A ∈ F, and a consistent aggregation property in order to obtain the conditional representation. However, the decision maker is assumed to implicitly take into account a large number 1 of complete pre-orders. From this viewpoint, this approach does not address Aumann's observation on incompleteness.
Our axiomatic approach to conditional preferences differs in the following regard: Instead of a family of complete preference orders indexed by the contingent information, we consider a single but possibly incomplete preference order . Even though for two prospective outcomes x and y one cannot a priori decide whether x y or y x, there may exist a contingent information a conditioned on which x is preferable to y. In this case we formally write ax ay. The set of contingent information is modeled as an algebra A = (A, ∨, ∧, c , 0, 1) of conditions where the operations describe the disjunction ∨, coincidence ∧, and absence c of conditions while 0 represents the empty condition and 1 the full information. A typical example is an algebra of events. To describe the conditional nature of the preference, we require that interacts consistently with the information, that is • consistency: if either ax ay or bx by, then (a ∧ b)x (a ∧ b)y;
• stability: if ax ay and bx by, then (a ∨ b)x (a ∨ b)y;
• local completeness: for every x, y there exists a non-trivial condition a such that either ax ay or ay ax.
The first two assumptions bear a certain normative appeal in view of the conditional approach that we are aiming at. Indeed, if our person prefers to go out for a walk rather than visit a museum if it is 'sunny', then a fortiori she prefers to go out if it is 'sunny' and 'warm'. The second assumption tells that if she prefers to go out if it is 'sunny' but also if it is 'not sunny', then on any day where at least one of these conditions are met, here always, she goes for a walk. In contrast to classical preferences, we only assume a local completeness: for any two situations, she is able to meet a decision provided that she is given enoughpossibly extremely precise -information. Coming back to our example of going out in one month, there exists a rather unlikely but still non-trivial coincidence of conditions 'sunny', and 'humidity between 15 and 20%' and 'wind between 0 and 10km/h' under which she prefers going out rather than to the museum. Unlike classical completeness, the information necessary to decide between x and y depends on the pair (x, y). Finally, if the set of contingent information reduces to the trivial information A = {0, 1}, then, as expected, a conditional preference is a classical complete preference order. In particular, classical decision theory is a special case of the conditional one. Although being intuitive, it is mathematically not obvious what is meant by the contingent prospective element ax. The formalization of which corresponds to the notion of a conditional set introduced recently by Drapeau et al. [10] . An heuristic introduction to conditional sets is given in Section 2, for an exhaustive mathematical presentation we refer to [10] . The formalization and properties of conditional preferences are given in Section 3. In Section 4, we address the notion of conditional numerical representation by introducing the conditional real numbers. While the proof techniques differ, the classical statements in decision theory translate to the conditional case. We show a conditional version of Debreu's existence result of continuous numerical representations. They rely on the Gap Lemma of Debreu [7, 8] , the adaptation of which to the conditional case does not involve any measurable selection arguments but relies on the existence of a conditional axiom of choice as proven in [10] . Section 5 is dedicated to the formulation and proof of this conditional Gap Lemma.
Conditional Sets
As mentioned in the introduction, we model the contingent information, conditioned on which a decision maker ranks prospective outcomes, by a complete 2 Boolean algebra A. The order a ≤ b stays for a ∧ b = a, which for an algebra of events corresponds to the set inclusion. A set X is conditional on A if it allows for actions a : X → aX where a ∈ A which satisfy a consistency and aggregation property:
Consistency: For any two elements x, y ∈ X and conditions a ≤ b, if x and y coincide conditioned on b, that is bx = by, then they also coincide conditioned on a, that is ax = ay.
Stability: For any two elements x 1 , x 2 ∈ X and a ∈ A, there is x ∈ X such that x coincides with x 1 conditioned on a and with x 2 otherwise. We denote this element x = ax 1 + a c x 2 . 3 Intuitively, the action x → ax tells how the elements of X are conditioned on the information a and aX represents the elements of X conditioned to a. Example 2.1. Following the example from the introduction, there are two unconditional alternatives x = 'going for a walk' and y = 'going to the museum', and the information is reduced to a single condition a ='sunny' which yields the algebra A = {0, a, a c , 1} = {'no information', 'sunny', 'not sunny', 'full information'}.
The corresponding conditional set is then given by X = {x, y, ax + a c y, ay + a c x} .
For instance, the conditional element ax + a c y stays for going for a walk provided it is sunny and going to the museum otherwise. ♦ Example 2.2. The conditional rational numbers are defined as follows: given two rational numbers q 1 , q 2 ∈ Q and a ∈ A, let q := aq 1 + a c q 2 be the conditional rational number which is q 1 conditioned on a and q 2 otherwise. 4 The set of conditional rational numbers, denoted by Q is a conditional set whereby the conditioning action is given by bq = (b ∧ a)q 1 + (b ∧ a c )q 2 ∈ bQ. The conditional natural numbers N are defined analogously. ♦ Example 2.3. Another example is the collection of random variables on a probability space (Ω, A, P ) where A is a σ-algebra of events. Events A ∈ A act on random variables by the restriction operator on A. In the case of two random variables x 1 , x 2 , consistency means that if x 1 = x 2 restricted to B ∈ A, then x 1 = x 2 restricted to A for any event A ⊆ B. As for the stability, if we are given A ∈ A and two random variables x 1 , x 2 , then
is the unique random variable x coinciding with x 1 restricted to A and x 2 otherwise. Given another σ-algebra B such that A ⊆ B, we can also define the conditional set L 1 (B) of those B-measurable random variable x with finite conditional expectation, that is
It is in fact an L 0 -module as studied and introduced in [16, 17] . ♦
The relation between conditional sets is described by the conditional inclusion which is characterized by two dimensions, a classical inclusion and a conditioning:
• On the other hand, aX is a conditional set but on the relative algebra A a := {b ∈ A : b ≤ a} and a subset of X but conditioned on a.
Combining the two dimensions, a conditional set Y is said to be conditionally included in X, denoted Y X, if Y = aZ for some stable Z ⊆ X and condition a ∈ A, as illustrated in Figure 1a . In this case Y is a conditional subset "living" on a. If a = 0, then Y = 0Z lives nowhere and in particular is conditionally contained in any conditional set, and thus is conditionally the emptyset. In order to distinguish between both the conditional emptyset is denoted by 0. The conditional power-set
consists of the collection of all conditional subsets of X. that each piece of the concatenation conditionally falls either in X or in Y . Formally, the conditional union is
which is illustrated in Figure 1c . Finally, the conditional complement in Z of a conditional set X Z is the collection of all those elements x which nowhere fall into X, as illustrated in Figure 1d . One of the central results in [10] is that the conditional power set together with these operations P(X), , , , 0, X forms a complete Boolean algebra. Following the classical constructions, the conditional power set allows to define conditional relations, functions, topologies, etc. [10] .
Conditional Preference Orders
For the remainder of the paper X denotes a conditional set. A conditional binary relation is a conditional subset G X × X and we write x y if and only if (x, y) ∈ G. In particular, a conditional binary relation is at first a classical binary relation. However, due to the fact that the graph G is a conditional set the following additional properties hold 5
• consistency: if either ax ay or bx by, then (a ∧ b)x (a ∧ b)y;
• stability: if ax ay and bx by,
corresponding to two of the normative properties mentioned in the introduction. Given a conditional binary relation, ∼ denotes the symmetric part of the binary relation and we use the notation
x y if and only if x y and ay ax for every non-trivial condition a ∈ A.
In other words, x y means that x is strictly preferred to y on any non-trivial condition. Both ∼ and are also conditional binary relations.
• transitive: From x y and y z it follows that x z;
• locally complete: for every x ∼ y, there exists a non-trivial condition a = 0 such that either ax ay or ay ax.
Even if a conditional preference is not total, the following lemma shows that local completeness allows to derive for every two elements a partition on which a comparison can be achieved. which are the largest conditions on which x is conditionally equivalent, strictly better or worse than y, respectively. Due to the consistency property of conditional relations, it follows that these conditions are mutually disjoint. For the sake of contradiction, suppose that d := a ∨ b ∨ c < 1. It follows by conditionality that outside d, that is, conditioned on d c , the element x is nowhere either equivalent, strictly better or worse than y. Indeed, this contradicts otherwise the definition of a, b and c. Definẽ y = dx + d c y being x conditioned on d and y conditioned on d c . Since x ∼ y and ∼ is a conditional equivalence relation, it follows that x ∼ỹ, otherwise d c x ∼ d c y contradicting the definition of a. By local completeness, there exists a non-trivial condition e > 0 such that either ex eỹ or eỹ ex. Without loss of generality, suppose that ex eỹ. Since dỹ = dx ∼ dx by reflexivity and consistency, it follows that e is disjoint from d, in other words e ≤ d c . In particular eỹ = ey implying that ex ey, which together with 0 < e ≤ d c contradict the maximality of b. Thus d = 1 which ends the proof. Example 3.3. Let us give a complete formal description of the example in the introduction. Recall from Example 2.1 that A = {'no information', 'sunny', 'not sunny', 'full information'}, and that the conditional set generated from the two unconditional choices x ='going for a walk' and y ='going to the museum' is given by X = {x, y, ax + a c y, ay + a c x}. The conditional preference being reflexive, it trivially holds x x, y y, ax + a c y ax + a c y, ay + a c x ay + a c x.
Further, the individual prefers going out if it is sunny and go to the museum otherwise. This translate into ax ay and a c y a c x.
Since the preference is assumed to be conditional, it also holds ax + a c y ay + a c x, x ay + a c x, ax + a c y y.
For instance, the relation x ay + a c x states that going out is in any case better than going to the museum if it is sunny and going out otherwise. Inspection shows that the conditional preference is indeed a transitive and reflexive conditional relation. As mentioned, this relation does not tell though whether x is preferred to y, that is, whether she wants to go for a walk or to the museum. There exists however a condition a ='sunny', such that ax ay which shows that it is locally complete. In particular, the partitioning given in Lemma 3.2 corresponds to 0x ∼ 0y, ax ay, a c y a c x.
Note also that conditional sets allow to solve the following puzzle: Define Y = {z y}, the set of elements which are strictly preferred to y. In a classical setting this set is empty. Indeed, there exists no alternative which is strictly preferred to going to the museum since conditioned on a c , y is maximal for the preference order. However, as our intuition suggests, this set should not be empty and indeed it is conditionally non-empty since Y = {ax}. The importance of this fact is observed in the proof of Debreu's Theorem 4.5 with the definitions of Z ± towards the construction of a conditional numerical representation. ♦ Example 3.4. In the unconditional case (Q, ≤) is a classical example of a total order. We extend this order to the conditional rational numbers Q:
Its extension to the general case makes this partial order locally complete, see [10] . In particular, this allows to define on Q the conditional variant of the Euclidean topology on Q by the conditional balls:
for q ∈ Q and ε ∈ Q ++ := {r ∈ Q : r > 0}. It behaves like the standard topology on Q with the additional local property:
for every ε 1 , ε 2 ∈ Q ++ and q, r ∈ Q ++ . In other words, a conditional neighborhood of 3 conditioned on a and 2/5 on a c , is itself a conditional neighborhood of the conditional rational a3 + a c 2/5. ♦ Remark 3.5. In general a conditional preference can be an equivalence relation conditioned on a and strictly non-trivial on a c . However, the case of interest lives on a c . Therefore, throughout this paper, we assume that a conditional preference is conditionally non-trivial, that is, there exists a pair x, y ∈ X such that x y
Conditional Numerical Representations
Next we address the quantification of such a conditional ranking. First, we need the notion of a conditional function.
A conditional function f : X → Y between two conditional sets is a classical function with the additional property of stability: Together with an analogous definition for conditional multiplication these operations make Q a conditional totally ordered field in the sense given in [10] . ♦ For the quantification, we secondly need a conditional analogue of the real line which allows to represent the conditional preferences. The conditional real numbers, denoted by R, are obtained from the conditional rational numbers by adapting Cantor's construction. As in the standard theory, the conditional real numbers can be characterized as a conditional field where every bounded subset has an infimum and a supremum and which is topologically conditionally separable. In particular, Q is conditionally dense in R. For further details, we refer the interested reader to [10] . Note that every conditional function U : X → R defines a conditional preference order by means of (4.1). Furthermore, if U : X → R is a conditional numerical representation, then ϕ • U is a conditional numerical representation for every conditionally strictly increasing function ϕ : R → R.
Remark 4.4. In the case where A is an algebra of events on a probability space, R is isometric to the conditional set of random variables for the L 0 -topology introduced in [16] , as shown in [10] . Hence, the conditional entropic monetary utility function studied for instance in [18] as a special case of a conditional certainty equivalent and given by
is a representation of a conditional preference. Indeed, this function is local since for every A ∈ A it holds
The same argumentation holds for all conditional certainty equivalents, conditional/dynamic risk measures or acceptability indices mentioned in the introduction.
Given a conditional preference order, we address the necessary and sufficient conditions under which a conditional numerical representation exists. The first result is a conditional version of Debreu [7] and necessitates the notion of conditionally order dense. A conditional subset Z X is conditionally order dense if for every x, y ∈ X with x y, there exists z ∈ Z such that x z y. The case of interest is when Z is conditionally countable, that is, there exists a conditional injection ϕ : Since is a conditional binary relation, Z + (x) and Z − (x) are conditional subsets of Z for every x ∈ X. However, as mentioned in Example 3.3, Z ± (x) may both live on some conditions smaller than 1. 6 Further, (Z ± (x)) x∈X is a conditional family in the conditional power-set P(Z), that is Z ± (x) = aZ ± (x 1 ) + a c Z ± (x 2 ) for every x = ax 1 + a c x 2 ∈ X. Due to transitivity, It follows from conditional order denseness that x y implies that there is z ∈ Z such that x z y on some condition a and x z y on a c . Thus,
and a c ∈ a c z Z + (y) \ Z + (x) for some z ∈ Z and a ∈ A. Let now µ be a strictly positive conditional measure on Z 7 , that is µ({z n }) > 0 for every n ∈ N. Define then U (x) = µ(Z − (x)) − µ(Z + (x)) for every x ∈ X. Then U is a conditional function since (Z ± (x)) x∈X is a conditional family and µ a conditional function. On the one hand, from (4.2) and µ being conditionally increasing it follows that x y implies U (x) U (y). On the other hand, assume that x y on some condition a > 0. Without loss of generality a = 1. Then from (4.3) and µ being strictly positive, it follows that x y yields
From the conditional completeness of it follows that U is a conditional numerical representation.
The only if-part: A conditional preference order which admits a conditional numerical representation is conditionally complete since the conditional reals are so. It holds that Y := Im(U ) is a conditional subset of R. Choose a conditionally countable order dense subset I Y by Lemma 5.1. Then Z := U −1 (I) is conditionally countable and since U is a conditional numerical representation, it is conditionally order dense.
The existence of a conditionally countable order dense subset is rather of technical nature. In the classical case, Debreu [7, 8] and then Rader [28] showed that under some topological assumptions a numerical representation exists. And even more, by means of Debreu's Gap Lemma, the existence of an upper semi-continuous or continuous representation is guaranteed. The conditional counterparts of these results also hold, based on a conditional adaptation of Debreu's Gap Lemma in Section 5.
Definition 4.6. Let be a conditional preference order on a conditional topological space X. 8 We say that is conditionally upper semi-continuous if U(x) := {y ∈ X : y x} is conditionally closed for every x ∈ X. A conditional numerical representation U : X → R is said to be conditionally upper semi-continuous if {x ∈ X : U (x) m} is conditionally closed for every m ∈ R. Theorem 4.7. Let be a conditionally upper semi-continuous preference order on a conditionally second countable 9 topological space X. Then admits a conditionally upper semi-continuous numerical representation. In particular, if is conditionally continuous 10 , then it admits a conditionally continuous numerical representation.
Proof. Let O = (O n ) n∈N be a conditionally countable topological base of X and µ be a strictly positive measure on N. We know that Z(x) := U(x) is conditionally open for every x ∈ X. Fix some x ∈ X and let a be the condition on which lives Z(x). Then {n ∈ N : aO n Z(x)} is a conditional subset of N. Next define U (x) = aµ({n ∈ N : aO n Z(x)}) + a c 0.
7 For instance, define µ({zn}) = 2 −n := a k 2 −n k for every n = a k n k ∈ N. 8 A conditional topology is the counterpart to a classical topology but with respect to the conditional operations of union and intersection, see [10] . 9 The conditional topology of which is generated by a conditionally countable neighborhood base. 10 That is U (x) = {y ∈ X : y x} and U (y) = {y ∈ X : x y} are conditionally closed for every x ∈ X. If x y, then U (x) U (y) since Z(y) Z(x). Otherwise if x y, then y ∈ Z(x) and since Z(x) is conditionally open, there exists a neighborhood O i0 of y such that O i0 Z(x). However, since y ∈ Z(y) O i0 , it follows that O i0 is nowhere a subset of Z(y). Hence, U (x) U (y) + µ({i 0 }) > U (y). By Theorem 5.3 we can choose U to be conditionally upper semi-continuous which ends the proof. Let S R and (s, t) be an interval 12 such that (s, t) S . Inspection shows that there exists a unique maximal interval (s * , t * ) with respect to conditional inclusion such that (s, t) (s * , t * ) S . Such a maximal interval with inf S < s * t * < sup S on the conditions where s * , t * are living is called a conditional gap of S. Note that any conditional gap (s, t) of S can be decomposed into
Conditional Gap Lemma
where a ∧ b = 0 and s < t on b, that is the conditional interior of (s, t) lives on b. Moreover, the family of conditional gaps of S is itself stable and therefore each of the conditional gaps of S lives on the same condition. Indeed, suppose that two conditional gaps (s 1 , t 1 ) and (s 2 , t 2 ) live on a and b, respectively, and a < b. Then it follows that
contradicting the maximality of (s 1 , t 1 ). Hence a = b.
Lemma 5.1. The conditionally complete order restricted to any S R living on 1 admits a conditionally countable order dense subset.
Proof. Analogous to conditional gaps, we define a predecessor-successor as a maximal interval (s, t) S but under the additional requirement that s < t. In other words, these are conditionally maximal non-trivial conditional gaps. Alike conditional gaps, predecessor-successor pairs of S form a conditional family and therefore all live on the same condition. This condition is per definition smaller than the one on which the conditional gaps live. Now, up to conditioning, we may assume that the conditional gaps of S are all living on 1. 13 Since B 1/m (q) for m ∈ N and q ∈ Q is a conditionally countable base of the topology, the family of those intersections B 1/m (q) S living on 1 is a conditionally countable family which we denote (U n ). By means of the conditional axiom of choice, see [10, Theorem 2.17] , there exists a conditionally countable family (u n ) such that u n ∈ U n for all n. Let further a be the condition on which the conditional family (s i , t i ) of the predecessors-successors of S is living. It follows that U = (u n ) (s i ) is a conditionally countable order dense subset of S living on 1. Indeed, let s < t for s, t ∈ S and b the condition on which (s, t) is a predecessor-successor pair, that is the maximal condition such that s is an element of (s i ). It follows that there exists v ∈ S such that s < v < t on b c . Hence, we may find q ∈ Q and n ∈ N such that s < q − 1/m < v < q + 1/m < t on b c which ensures the existence of some u n in the family (u n ) such that s < u n < t on b c . It follows that u = bs + b c u n ∈ U and s u t.
We are then left to show that U is conditionally countable. Since (u n ) is conditionally countable, according to [10, Lemma 2.33] , it is enough to show that the conditional family of open sets ]s i , t i [= ]s i , t i [ i∈I , where (s i , t i ) is the conditional collection of predecessor-successors, is conditionally countable. Without loss of generality, suppose that this family lives on 1. For any two ]s i , t i [ and ]s j , t j [ such that s i = s j on any condition, it follows that ]s i , t i [ ]s j , t j [= 0. This provides a conditionally mutually disjoint family of conditionally open sets on 1. By means of the conditional axiom of choice, [10, Theorem 2.17], we choose a conditional family (q i ) of elements of Q such that q i ∈]s i , t i [ for every i. For P = {q i } Q, define f : I → P , i → q i . This function is a well-defined conditional function. Indeed, for q i = q j , it follows that q i ∈]s i , t i [ ]s j , t j [. Both being conditional gaps of S, this implies that ]s i , t i [=]s j , t j [ and therefore i = j. This also shows that f is a conditional injection, thus I is at most conditionally countable. This theorem says that there exists a strictly increasing transformation of S such that any conditional gap which is of the form (5.1) is transformed in a gap which conditionally is either empty, a singleton or an open set. The following argumentation follows the proof idea in [26] .
Proof.
Step 1: According to Lemma 5.1, let U = (u n ) n∈N be a conditionally countable order dense subset of S. We construct a conditionally increasing function f : U → [0, 1]. Let H be the set of conditional functions f : V → [0, 1], where V = {u k : 1 k n}, n ∈ N or V = U and such that 14
By definition, any f ∈ H is conditionally strictly increasing on its domain and H is a conditional set. As for those n m n+1, it follows that m = an+a c (n+1) and we set g(u m ) = ag(u n )+a c g(u n+1 ). By construction g : {u k : 1 k n + 1} → [0, 1] is an element of H which coincides on V with f . Since g is defined on V {u n+1 } it contradicts the maximality of f . Thus the domain of the maximal function f ∈ H is U .
Step 2: Let U = (u n ) and f : U → [0, 1] as defined in the previous step. Suppose that V, W U living on 1 satisfy 15 (c) 0 is the unique condition on which V and W have both a maximum and a minimum, respectively. 14 With the classical convention that the infimum and supremum over emptyset is equal to 1 and 0, respectively. That is, f (u k ) = inf l k−1 f (u l )/2 on the condition where u k < u l for every l k − 1 and f (u k ) = (sup l k−1 f (u l ) + 1)/2 on the condition where u l < u k for every k − 1 l. 15 In the sense that for all s ∈ V and for all t ∈ W it holds s t.
Then sup s∈V f (s) = inf t∈W f (t).
By (b) it holds sup V f (s) inf W f (t). In order to show the reverse inequality, according to (c), it is sufficient to suppose that V and W have both nowhere a maximum and a minimum, respectively since then the gap is the largest. For the sake of contradiction, up to conditioning, suppose that
for some ε > 0. Choose s 0 = u m ∈ V and t 0 = u n ∈ W such that
Since V has nowhere a maximum, there exists u k ∈ V such that u n < u k < u m and k > n, m. Let k = min{k > n, m : u n < u k < u m }. By construction of f and since (a) holds, it follows that
Adding both inequalities in (5.2) yields
Step 3: Define g : S → R by g(s) = sup u∈U,u s f (u). By construction g is a conditionally strictly increasing extension of f since U is a conditionally countable order dense subset of S. Let (s, t) be a conditional gap of g(S) and a be the maximal condition such that s < t, that is (s, t) = a(s, t) + b{s}. • If m = U (y), then {x ∈ X : U (x) m} = {x ∈ X : U (x) U (y)} = {x ∈ X : x y} which is conditionally closed by assumption.
• If m ∈]s, t[ where ]s, t[ is a conditional gap of Im(U ), then t = U (y) for some y ∈ X, and thus {x ∈ X : U (x) m} = {x ∈ X : U (x) t} = {x ∈ X : U (x) U (y)} = {x ∈ X : x y} which is also conditionally closed by assumption.
• If m = s where {s} is a conditional gap of Im(U ), then let (s n ) = (U (y n )) Im(U ) be a conditional sequence such that s n s. It holds {x ∈ X : U (x) s} = n {x ∈ X : U (x) s n } = n {x ∈ X : U (x) U (y n )} = n {x ∈ X : x y n } which is conditionally closed as the conditional intersection of closed sets.
Since R = Im(U ) [Im(U )] and [Im(U )] is made of gaps of the form (s, t) = a{s} + b]s, t[, it follows that any m ∈ R belongs conditionally to one of the previous three cases. Thus U is conditionally upper semi-continuous.
